
MUSIC IS MY SOUL ESSAY WRITER

Music is a universal language that can be shared with people everywhere. CREATING ESSAY: Music is the key to your
soul only to be communicated in the style and period of the composer, but also needs to be delivered.

My love affair with my oboe began! Soul music got people off their seats and clapping their hands, something
that people could feel all through your body. Even fusion music combination of two kinds is becoming
popular. Music in My Life Persuasive Essay Words 3 Pages Music has been a huge part of my life for many
years, ever since I decided that I wanted to play guitar my freshman year of high school. So sing with me.
Music is a commonly discussed topic. Music joins people together in a unique and lasting way. The music you
listen to should glorify God. Music makes me feel refreshed and even after a hectic day at work, five minutes
of good music helps me relax my nerves instantly. Some issues in contemporary music videos are from the
evolution of new technologies, social media and politics. Music has a way of affecting those who are listening
in a certain way, people choosing a song based on how they feel at that very moment. However, the meanings
and emotions attached to the music are interpreted differently depending on the listener. This is one of the
many reasons I am passionate about sharing my God-given talent with people in different venues, including
concert halls, churches, people's homes or stages. Art and music are designed not to simply entertain, but
rather to educate and inspire us. Others like myself say music is that and much more. Western music has very
long history, experienced lots of difficulties and changes. The most important part is that food provides energy
and promotes growth, whereas music has never been proven to sustain any life or soul. Nice music always
brings only positive emotions, and, therefore, it makes life more beautiful. Saints and musicians have shown
us how music can kindle the higher centers of our mind and enhance our quality of life. Music Food for the
Soul? Soul music came at a time of the civil rights movement and gave all blacks a voice for their many
battles within their neighborhoods and overseas as well. However, combine words and music together and the
composer has a tool that can awaken a thousand souls all at once. This means that the music can revive, exalt
man to approach him for moral perfection. Somebody are interested in international music, somebody are not,
but they listen to music to find feelings for them, and both kinds of music can bring it to them. Although, I did
not have very much knowledge on music history or the many different music composers. Some people use
music to trigger old memories, some use music to calm or relax themselves, and some use music to hype
themselves up. Not only does people enjoy music when they dance or sing, throw parties, but also they enjoy
music when they drive, study or work. This is also the case with my choice of music. Tell me the song that
goes.


